
Dinosaur Discoveries Supplemental Lesson 

SY 2015-2016 

   

 

 

Objectives 

1. Students will brainstorm what they know about dinosaurs. 

2. Students will each be given an index card with dimensions and other information 

about a dinosaur, then draw it according to a smaller length scale. 

3. Students will work as a class to arrange their dinosaur drawings in order from 

smallest to largest. 

4. Students will watch a video about the sizes of various dinosaurs compared to 

humans. 

AZ Academic 

Standards: 

SC03-S2C2-01 

SC03-S2C2-02 

SC03-S3C2-01 

SC03-S3C2-02 

SC03-S4C3-01 

SC03-S4C3-04 

Objective #1:   

As a class, students will brainstorm everything they know about dinosaurs.  The 

guided discussion will identify components of the dinosaur that serve different 

functions such as their sensory and locomotive functions.  Additionally, students 

will discuss the ecosystem that dinosaurs lived in and it’s various components and 

their interdependence. 

Objective #2: 

Each student will receive an index card with a specific type of dinosaur.  It will 

include information about the dinosaur including a picture as well as the dinosaur’s 

average height and length (as well as a conversion scale or explicit converted 

dimensions—see the cards for these two options).  Then, students will draw their 

dinosaur in the correct length scale and present their dinosaur to the class. 

Objective #3: 

As a class, students will put their drawings in order from smallest to largest. Some 

dinosaurs may be taller, but shorter in length, thus the class will have to determine 

whether to use height, length or some combination of the two in order to determine 

the correct order. 

Objective #4: 

Students will watch a short video that compares many dinosaurs to the average 

human.  Afterward, a discussion about dinosaur will summarize what has been 

learned throughout the lesson. 

Equipment &Supplies 
•White board and markers 

 

 
 

 

 

 

•Index cards with dinosaur 

information (provided) 

•Paper 

•Rulers 

•Writing/coloring utensils 

•Scissors 

•Tape 

 

•Open floor space or ability to 

hang drawings in a long line 

 

 

 

 

 

•Video (provided, see 

additional resources link 1) 

Scale: How big were dinosaurs?          Grade 3 



Script 

*Italicized words are specific content from academic state standards. 

 

Objective 1: 

•What do you know about dinosaurs? 

•How do we know about dinosaurs? 

-What types of tools and techniques do archaeologists and paleontologists use to find, uncover and learn 

about dinosaurs? e.g. brushes to carefully uncover bones, computers to simulate the dinosaurs, etc. 

-Do you think any of these technologies were developed specifically for understanding dinosaurs? 

•About the environment: 

-When and where did they live?   

-What did they eat?   

-What were different components of their environment that allowed them to survive? e.g. plants, water, 

the sun, air, other dinosaurs or animals, plant and animal cells, etc.   

 -Which of these components are living, and which are non-living? 

 -Do the components of the environment influence one another? 

 -Would the environment work if any of the components were missing?   

If so, which ones and why?   

•About the dinosaurs: 

-How did they get around—did they walk, fly, and/or swim?   

-What did they look like?   

-How did the dinosaurs cause change in their environment? 

•How big were they?   

 

Objective 2: 

•Hand out dinosaur cards—see supplementary documents for a printable version. 

Options:   

1.  Write a length conversion on the board (a convenient conversion is 1 foot=0.5 inches), which 

requires students to do math in order to find the smaller lengths to draw their dinosaur.  Example: the 

dinosaur was 16 feet long.  The conversion: 1 foot= 0.5 inches.  Students would then have to calculate 

that their dinosaur should be drawn 8 inches long. 

 2. The index card can include the actual size of the dinosaur as well as the converted scale.  

Example: the dinosaur was 16 feet long.  Draw the dinosaur 8 inches long. 

•Give students time to draw their dinosaurs to scale.  Some will need multiple pieces of paper taped 

together, others will need to cut out their dinosaur.  The sizes of drawings given on the cards range from 

one inch up to 5 feet. 

•Have students present facts about their dinosaur along with their drawing. 

Option: This could become a project by only giving each student a type of dinosaur.  Then 

students will research their dinosaur (this may include specific facts they need to look up, but must 

include the height and length of their dinosaur).   

 

Objective 3: 

•Students will work together to put all the dinosaurs in order from smallest to largest.   

Note: Each dinosaur has two dimensions: height and length.  Thus, students will have to determine how to 

order the dinosaurs—does a smaller length or height come first?  This may be a discussion to have before 

students begin, or as students begin to ask amongst themselves, the activity may stop to come together for 

the discussion.   

 

Objective 4:   

•Show the video (link #1 in additional resources) 

•Ask the students what they learned from the video and activity. 



Behind the Science: FAQs 

 

Q. When were dinosaurs alive? 

A. They lived from the Triassic period to the Jurassic period (between 230 and 65 million 

years ago).  This is also known as the Mesozoic Era and sometimes as the age of the dinosaurs. 

 

Q. What did most dinosaurs eat? 

A. Some dinosaurs were carnivores, but most were herbivores.  Some of the largest 

dinosaurs were herbivores. 

 

Q. How did dinosaurs protect themselves from the carnivorous dinosaurs? 

A. Some dinosaurs had spikes on their tail, or horns on their head. 

 

Q. How are dinosaurs classified? 

A. There are two groups of dinosaurs, identified based on their hip structure.  The two 

groups are ‘lizard hipped’ and ‘bird hipped.’  Within each of these two groups there are 

subcategories.  For a detailed chart including images, see additional resources #4. 

 

Q. Why are some dinosaur fossils forged or altered? 

A. There have been instances when people discover fossils, and alter them to make it appear 

that the bones are intact.  This may be done in an effort to increase the value of the specimen to 

sell (as fully intact bones are rarer, thus of more value).  In some instances, these altered bones 

have misled researchers until they discover the alterations. 

 

Q. What caused dinosaurs to become extinct? 

A. Current theory suggests that the mass extinction was caused by an asteroid or volcanic 

activity.  The impact made by a large asteroid or volcanic eruption could put enough material 

into the atmosphere to block sunlight from reaching the Earth.   

 

 

Fun Facts: 

-Pterodactyls are not dinosaurs!  They lived during the Mesozoic era, thus are commonly 

associated with dinosaurs. 

-Plesiosaurs are also not dinosaurs (a water-based reptile), but are similarly associated with 

dinosaurs. 

-Birds are descendants of dinosaurs (theropods)  

 

 

Additional Resources: 

1. Video: Dinosaur sizes compared to a human: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBsnJD2JGlw 

2. Video: The largest dinosaurs: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwMN-892Jc4 

3. Website: resource for kids on dinosaurs: 

http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/dinosaurs.html 

4. Website: dinosaur chart: http://emilywilloughby.com/gallery/skeletals-and-

diagrams/dinosaur-classification-simplified 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NBsnJD2JGlw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwMN-892Jc4
http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/sciencefacts/dinosaurs.html
http://emilywilloughby.com/gallery/skeletals-and-diagrams/dinosaur-classification-simplified
http://emilywilloughby.com/gallery/skeletals-and-diagrams/dinosaur-classification-simplified


 

Tyrannosaurus 
Length: 50 feet  Draw as: 25 inches 
Height: 23 feet  Draw as: 11.5 inches 
Location: North America and Asia 

 
Fun fact: One of the most famous dinosaurs and one of the 
largest flesh-eating land animals. 
 

Dicraeosaurus 
Length: 45 feet  Draw as: 22.5 inches 
Height: 12 feet  Draw as: 6 inches 
Location: Africa 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur is known from its forked spines on its 
back, its name means two-forked lizard. 
 

Triceratops 
Length: 26 feet  Draw as: 13 inches 
Height: 9.5 feet  Draw as: 4.75 inches 
Location: USA 

 
Fun fact: Their horns are similar to modern day cows. 

Leptoceratops 
Length: 6 feet  Draw as: 3 inches 
Height: 2.5 feet  Draw as: 1.5 inches 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had a parrot-like beak. 

Microraptor 
Length: 2.5 feet Draw as: 1.25 inches 
Height: 1 foot  Draw as: 0.5 inches 
Location: China 

 
Fun fact: Hundreds of microraptor fossils have been 
found. 

Lesothosaurus 
Length: 3 feet  Draw as: 1.5 inches 
Height: 1 foot  Draw as: 0.5 inches 
Location: South Africa 

 
Fun Fact: The slender tail of this dinosaur suggests it would be 
able to run quickly. 



 

Barosaurus 
Length: 79 feet  Draw as: 39.5 inches 
Height: 40 feet  Draw as: 20 inches 
Location: Africa and North America 

 
Fun fact: This is the first dinosaur to be found in the Black Hills 
of South Dakota. 

Kentrosaurus 
Length: 18 feet   Draw as: 9 inches 
Height: 6 feet  Draw as: 3 inches 
Location: Tanzania 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had a pair of spikes that came out 
horizontally from its shoulders. 

Utahraptor 
Length: 21 feet  Draw as: 10.5 inches 
Height: 10 feet  Draw as: 5 inches 
Location: Utah 

 
Fun fact: It is believed that utahraptors hunted in packs and 
attacked prey that was larger than itself. 
 

Nanosaurus 
Length: 4 feet  Draw as: 2 inches 
Height: 1.5 feet  Draw as: 0.75 inches 
Location: USA 

 
Fun fact: The name is translated as dwarf lizard. 
 

Brachiosaurus  
Length: 100 feet Draw as: 50 inches 
Height 50 feet  Draw as: 25 inches 
Location: Tanzania 

 
Fun fact: One of the largest known land animals.  Its nostrils 
were located on the top of its head. 

 Velociraptor 
Length: 6 feet  Draw as: 3 inches 
Height: 2.5 feet  Draw as: 1.25 inches 
Location: Asia 

 
Fun fact: Velociraptors had claws used for hunting. 



 

Noasaurus 
Length: 6 feet  Draw as: 3 inches 
Height: 16 feet  Draw as: 8 inches 
Location: USA 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had armor, and would protect itself by 
hugging the ground so the predator could only see its bony 
armor. 
 

Bagaceratops 
Length: 3 feet  Draw as: 1.5 inches 
Height: 1 foot  Draw as: 0.5 inches 
Location: Mongolia 

 
Fun fact: It had a small horn on its nose. 

Diplodocus 
Length: 89 feet  Draw as: 44.5 inches 
Height: 30 feet  Draw as: 15 inches 
Location: USA 
 

 
 
Fun fact: This is one of the longest dinosaur skeletons ever 
found in the U.S.  

Dacentrurus 
Length: 15 feet  Draw as: 7.5 inches 
Height: 6 feet  Draw as: 3 inches 
Location: Europe 

 
Fun fact: These dinosaurs had two rows of large spikes 
running down its back to its tail. 

Triceratops 
Length: 26 feet  Draw as: 13 inches 
Height: 9.5 feet  Draw as: 4.75 inches 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: Triceratops had frill, which could grow up to 7 
feet. 

 Camptosaurus 
Length: 23 feet  Draw as: 11.75 inches 
Height: 10 feet  Draw as: 5 inches 
Location: North America and Europe 

 
Fun fact: These dinosaurs had five fingers and short fore-legs, 
they walked on their two hind legs. 



 

Echinodon 
Length: 2 feet  Draw as: 1 inch 
Height: 1 foot  Draw as: 0.5 inches 
Location: England 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur was first classified as a fabrosaurid, 
which is no longer a family name that is used for classification. 

Stegosaurus 
Length: 28 feet  Draw as: 14 inches  
Height: 14 feet  Draw as: 7 inches 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had four long spikes on its tail. 

Supersaurus 
Length: 120 feet Draw as: 60 inches 
Height: 65 feet  Draw as: 32.5 inches 
Location: USA 
 

 
 
Fun fact: This dinosaur is noteworthy for its long neck and 
narrow head. 

Syntarsus 
Length: 10 feet  Draw as: 5 inches 
Height: 4.5 feet  Draw as: 2.25 inches 
Location: North America and Africa 

 
Fun fact: Fossils of this dinosaur have been found in 
Zimbabwe and Arizona. 

Iguanodon 
Length: 26 feet  Draw as: 13 inches 
Height: 16 feet  Draw as: 8 inches 
Location: Europe 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur was one of the first to be named 
and described. 

 Styracosaurus 
Length: 17 feet  Draw as: 8.5 inches 
Height: 9 feet  Draw as: 4.5 inches 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur has a horn on its snout that may have 
been used for self-defense. 



 

Labocania 
Length: 30 feet  Draw as: 15 inches 
Height: 15 feet  Draw as: 7.5 inches 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: These dinosaurs may have been able to run over 25 
miles per hour for short distances. 

Ouranosaurus 
Length: 23 feet  Draw as: 11.5 inches 
Height: 10 feet  Draw as: 5 inches 
Location: Africa 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had high spines in its vertebrae from 
its back to its tail, which helped prevent it from overheating. 

Kritosaurus 
Length: 30 feet  Draw as: 15 inches 
Height: 23 feet  Draw as: 11.5 inches 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur’s name translates to Noble Lizard. 

Nipponosaurus 
Length: 25 feet  Draw as: 12.5 inches 
Height: 14 feet  Draw as: 7 inches 
Location: Asia 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur is only known from fragments of 
remains found in Japan. 

Mamenchisaurus 
Length: 69 feet Draw as:3 4.5 inches 
Height: 35 feet Draw as: 17.5 inches 
Location: Asia 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur has the longest neck of any 
known dinosaurs. 

 Ornithomimus 
Length: 15 feet  Draw as: 7.5 inches 
Height: 9 feet  Draw as: 4.5 inches 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur closely resembles the modern ostrich. 



 

Tyrannosaurus 
Length: 50 feet 
Height: 23 feet 
Location: North America and Asia 

 
Fun fact: One of the most famous dinosaurs and one of the 
largest flesh-eating land animals. 
 

Dicraeosaurus 
Length: 45 feet 
Height: 12 feet 
Location: Africa 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur is known from its forked spines on its 
back, its name means two-forked lizard. 
 

Triceratops 
Length: 26 feet 
Height: 9.5 feet 
Location: USA 

 
Fun fact: Their horns are similar to modern day cows. 

Leptoceratops 
Length: 6 feet 
Height: 2.6 feet 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had a parrot-like beak. 

Microraptor 
Length: 2.3 feet 
Height: 1 foot 
Location: China 

 
Fun fact: Hundreds of microraptor fossils have been 
found. 

Lesothosaurus 
Length: 3.3 feet 
Height: 1 foot 
Location: South Africa 

 
Fun Fact: The slender tail of this dinosaur suggests it would be 
able to run quickly. 



 

Barosaurus 
Length: 79 feet 
Height: 40 feet 
Location: Africa and North America 

 
Fun fact: This is the first dinosaur to be found in the Black Hills 
of South Dakota. 

Kentrosaurus 
Length: 18 feet  
Height: 6 feet 
Location: Tanzania 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had a pair of spikes that came out 
horizontally from its shoulders. 

Utahraptor 
Length: 21 feet 
Height: 10 feet 
Location: Utah 

 
Fun fact: It is believed that utahraptors hunted in packs and 
attacked prey that was larger than itself. 
 

Nanosaurus 
Length: 4 feet 
Height: 1.5 feet 
Location: USA 

 
Fun fact: The name is translated as dwarf lizard. 
 

Brachiosaurus  
Length: 100 feet 
Height 50 feet 
Location: Tanzania 

 
Fun fact: One of the largest known land animals.  Its nostrils 
were located on the top of its head. 

 Velociraptor 
Length: 6 feet 
Height: 2.5 feet 
Location: Asia 

 
Fun fact: Velociraptors had claws used for hunting. 



 

Noasaurus 
Length: 6 feet 
Height: 16 feet 
Location: USA 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had armor, and would protect itself by 
hugging the ground so the predator could only see its bony 
armor. 
 

Bagaceratops 
Length: 3 feet 
Height: 1 foot 
Location: Mongolia 

 
Fun fact: It had a small horn on its nose. 

Diplodocus 
Length: 89 feet 
Height: 30 feet 
Location: USA 
 

 
 
Fun fact: This is one of the longest dinosaur skeletons ever 
found in the U.S.  

Dacentrurus 
Length: 15 feet 
Height: 6 feet 
Location: Europe 

 
Fun fact: These dinosaurs had two rows of large spikes 
running down its back to its tail. 

Triceratops 
Length: 26 feet 
Height: 9.5 feet 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: Triceratops had frill, which could grow up to 7 
feet. 

 Camptosaurus 
Length: 23 feet 
Height: 10 feet 
Location: North America and Europe 

 
Fun fact: These dinosaurs had five fingers and short fore-legs, 
they walked on their two hind legs. 



 

Echinodon 
Length: 2 feet 
Height: 1 foot 
Location: England 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur was first classified as a fabrosaurid, 
which is no longer a family name that is used for classification. 

Stegosaurus 
Length: 28 feet 
Height: 14 feet 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had four long spikes on its tail. 

Supersaurus 
Length: 120 feet 
Height: 65 feet 
Location: USA 
 

 
 
Fun fact: This dinosaur is noteworthy for its long neck and 
narrow head. 

Syntarsus 
Length: 10 feet 
Height: 4.5 feet 
Location: North America and Africa 

 
Fun fact: Fossils of this dinosaur have been found in 
Zimbabwe and Arizona. 

Iguanodon 
Length: 26 feet 
Height: 16 feet 
Location: Europe 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur was one of the first to be named 
and described. 

 Styracosaurus 
Length: 17 feet 
Height: 9 feet 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur has a horn on its snout that may have 
been used for self-defense. 



 

Labocania 
Length: 30 feet 
Height: 15 feet 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: These dinosaurs may have been able to run over 25 
miles per hour for short distances. 

Ouranosaurus 
Length: 23 feet 
Height: 10 feet 
Location: Africa 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur had high spines in its vertebrae from 
its back to its tail, which helped prevent it from overheating. 

Kritosaurus 
Length: 30 feet 
Height: 23 feet 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur’s name translates to Noble Lizard. 

Nipponosaurus 
Length: 25 feet 
Height: 14 feet 
Location: Asia 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur is only known from fragments of 
remains found in Japan. 

Mamenchisaurus 
Length: 69 feet 
Height: 35 feet 
Location: Asia 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur has the longest neck of any 
known dinosaurs. 

 Ornithomimus 
Length: 15 feet 
Height: 9 feet 
Location: North America 

 
Fun fact: This dinosaur closely resembles the modern ostrich. 
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Ecosystem Game Card  
Cycle 1 

 
 
 

Cycle 2 
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Parts of the Plant: 
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1. 
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2. 
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4. 
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Dinosaur Discoveries Supplemental Lesson 

SY 2015-2016 

   

 

 

Objectives 

1. Students will identify themselves as herbivores, carnivores or omnivores 

through a discussion of the meaning of each.   

2. Students will learn about the basic structures of plants and their functions. 

3. Students will play a game that introduces the ideas of how plants and 

animals rely on each other in their environment. 

4. Students will discuss environmental factors that would make the game 

more difficult. 

AZ Academic 

Standards: 

 

SC03-S4C1-01 

SC03-S4C2-02 

SC03-S4C3-01 

SC03-S4C3-03 

SC03-S4C3-05 

 

 

 
Objective #1:   

Students will learn what it means to be an herbivore, carnivore and 

omnivore.  Then, students will identify which category they fall in.  As an 

extra guessing game, students will guess which category the majority of 

dinosaurs fit in—they might be surprised! 
  

Objective #2: 

Students will be given a worksheet.  They should label the four basic 

structures of the plant, and will learn about each of the plant’s functions.  To 

make this worksheet more interactive, the functions of the various structures 

may be spread out on different tables, so students can move around to fill in 

the worksheet. 
  

Objective #3: 

Each student will receive a card identifying them as either a producer, 

consumer or decomposer.  Each producer will be given a certain number of 

‘food’ cards.  These will contain 2 full cycles of being produced, consumed 

and decomposed.  Once each card has been through 2 cycles, it is complete.  

Once every card is complete, the game is over—it’s a race against time.  The 

fastest time wins! 
  

Objective #4: 

The game will be played again, this time with unequal numbers of 

producers, consumers and decomposers.  This will create a bottleneck for 

the cards to complete the cycle, and will show students how environmental 

factors affect the entire ecosystem. 
 

Equipment &Supplies 
 

N/A 

 

 

 

•Worksheets (provided) 

•Descriptions of plant 

functions (provided) 

•Writing Utensils 

 

 

 

•Game cards—round 1 

(provided) 

 

 

 

 

 

•Game cards—round 2 

(provided) 

 

 

 

Dinosaur Food—Plants          Grade 3 



Script 

 

*Italicized words indicate specific content to be taught according to the academic state 

standards 

 

Objective 1: 

• Let’s define these three words: herbivore, carnivore, and omnivore.  Does anyone know the 

definition of any of these words? 

•What category would you fall under? 

•Can you think of any type of diet that does not fall under these three categories? 

•Which of these three categories do you think most dinosaurs fall under?  Herbivore! 

 

Objective 2: 

• Give each student a worksheet. 

•Students will work together to identify the parts of the plant as well as the function of each part. 

•If this is the first introduction for students to plant functions, you might put the function of each 

part on four different tables that students can cycle through to fill out their worksheet.  The plant 

structures are given here, the number corresponds with the provided worksheet: 

1. Flowers—attract pollinators and produce seeds for reproduction 

2. Leaves—synthesizes food 

3. Stems—provide support 

4. Roots—absorb nutrients  

 

Objective 3: 

•How do plants and animals rely on each other in the environment?   

Make sure to touch on the interrelationships between: producers—plants, consumers—

animals, and decomposers—fungi, insects, bacteria.   

•The game: Each student will receive a nametag identifying them as either a producer, consumer 

or decomposer.  Each producer will be given the same number of food cards (this depends on 

how long you would like the game to last).  Each food card can be given to a consumer to eat, 

then to a decomposer to recycle.  Each card has 2 full cycles on it.  Once every card in the game 

has been through two cycles, the game ends.  The goal is to finish the game as quickly as 

possible.   

•The first round of this game should have nearly equal numbers of producers, consumers and 

decomposers.  This round can be played more than once to try to decrease the time to finish the 

game. 

 

Objective 4:   

•The second round of this game should have unequal numbers of producers, consumers and 

decomposers.  This will lead into a discussion about how environmental factors affect its 

members’ ability to grow, reproduce and thrive.  For example, if there are 10 decomposers, 4 

producers and 10 consumers, this will be much more difficult to finish all the cycles.  If there is a 

lack of producers, this may affect the number of consumers that are able to survive. 

•What are some environmental factors that may affect an organism’s ability to grow, reproduce 

and thrive?  e.g. temperature, soil composition, quantity and quality of light, water, air, food, etc. 

 
 



Behind the Science: FAQs 

 

Q. How did scientists determine that most dinosaurs were herbivores? 

A. Scientists look at a dinosaur’s teeth to determine what their diet would have largely 

consisted of.  Sharp, serrated teeth are better for tearing and chewing flesh compared to flat teeth, 

which are better at grinding plants.  Additionally, scientists can analyze the fossilized waste and 

stomach contents of dinosaurs.  It is also possible based on the dinosaur’s build/body type to 

estimate whether they would have been fast and/or strong enough to attack prey. 

 

Q. What is chlorophyll and how does it work? 

A. Plants have chlorophyll in their leaves, which is a molecule that absorbs light and creates 

carbohydrates from carbon dioxide and water.  This process is known as photosynthesis, and is 

the source of life for plants.   

 

Fun Facts: 

•Some plants are carnivorous—oe example is the venus fly trap. 

•Many plants live in soil because they grow roots.  However, some plants live in water, like 

algae. 

•Plants can convert energy from the sun into food using chlorophyll. 

 

Additional Resources: 

1. Book: Children’s book the life cycle of plants: The Tiny Seed by Eric Carle 

2. Website: http://www.scienceforkidsclub.com/plant-structure.html 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dinosaur Discoveries Supplemental Lesson 

SY 2015-2016 

   

 

 

Objectives 

1. Students will graph the average temperature of Earth from 1880-present to 

determine if humans have changed their environment. 

2. Students will brainstorm technologies that reduce our carbon footprint and how 

they can use less resources. 

3. Students will learn about evolution and how species adapt to their environment. 

4. Students will study several cases of animals going extinct, and learn about 

fossilized remains. 

AZ Academic 

Standards: 

SC03-S1C3-01 

SC03-S1C3-04 

SC03-S3C1-all 

SC03-S4C4-all  

SC03-S6C1-04 

SC03-S6C1-05 

 

 

 
Objective #1:   

Students will be given a table of data with the average annual temperature of Earth 

for various years, and graph the data.  Then, students will discuss whether they see 

a trend in the data, and what conclusions they could make based on that trend.  In 

this discussion, students will discuss whether humans have impacted the 

environment. 

Objective #2: 

Students will learn about climate change and carbon footprints.  Together, students 

will brainstorm technologies that allow us to be more environmentally friendly, as 

well as ways that they can save resources.   

  

Objective #3: 

Students will be given examples of how species in the past have adapted to 

changing environments, and how this is an example of evolution.  Students will 

discuss how this is related to climate change. In addition, students will learn about 

how NASA is learning about the environment on Mars, to probe whether humans 

could live there. 

Objective #4: 

Students will study cases of animals going extinct—what caused their extinction, 

was there anything that could have prevented this?  Students will discuss whether 

they think humans will go extinct, and how to prevent our extinction.  Students will 

also learn how fossils are formed and that they represent a record of past life forms. 

Equipment &Supplies 
 

•Data (provided) 

•Writing utensils 

 

 

 

 

N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

•PowerPoint on adaptation 

(provided) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

•PowerPoint on extinction 

(provided) 

Dinosaur Extinction/Adaptation          Grade 3 



Script 

Objective 1: 

• The provided Excel spreadsheet has one page containing all the data and a graph for reference.  

The second page is a print-out for students.  You may choose to have students graph any of the 

data columns; the current hand-out has the students using the absolute Fahrenheit temperatures.  

You may also choose to delete the blank graph to have students create and label their own axes.  

There is more detailed information about the Excel spreadsheet in the FAQs. 

•Do you see a trend in your graph?  What does this trend mean physically?  What are possible 

causes of this trend?   

•From this data, could we reasonably conclude whether or not humans have impacted the 

environment? 

Objective 2: 

• Can anyone define or give examples of climate change?   

•Can anyone define or give examples of your carbon footprint? Your carbon footprint is the 

amount of carbon dioxide that gets released into the air from the energy you use. 

•What parts of your daily life increase your carbon footprint?   

•What are situations in which you use a lot of energy?  i.e. transportation, electricity, food, 

clothing, waste, water use, etc. 

•If possible, have each student calculate their carbon footprint using link 3 in the additional 

resources, or do it once as a class. 

•What are some simple ways you could reduce your carbon footprint? 

•Can you think of any technologies developed to reduce your carbon footprint?  i.e. renewable 

energy sources such as solar panels, wind energy, energy efficient light bulbs, hybrid cars, using 

recycled materials to make clothing, etc. 

Objective 3: 

• Use the PowerPoint provided to introduce students to species’ adaptation. 

•Did you know that NASA is learning about Mars in attempt to one day send humans there? 

•What would the difficulties be for humans to live on Mars?  i.e. no natural vegetation, thinner 

atmosphere, colder temperatures, different gravitational pull, farther from the Sun, etc. 

•How would humans have to adapt to live on Mars? 

•If you had the chance to live on Mars, would you go? 

Objective 4:   

•Use the PowerPoint provided to show students examples of extinction. 

•For the extinct species we saw—was there any way to prevent their extinction?  If so, what? 

•Do you think humans will be extinct one day?  Why or why not?   

•If yes, what do you think will cause our extinction?   

•What are some ways we could prevent this?   

•If we were able to colonize Mars, would this increase or decrease our chances of avoiding 

extinction? 

•In the PowerPoint, we saw an artist’s rendition of a woolly mammoth.  There is also a woolly 

mammoth in the cartoon Ice Age.  How do we know what they looked like? 

•We also saw pictures of both dinosaur and woolly mammoth bones—where do those come 

from? 

•What is a fossil?  Where does it come from? 

•Why/how do fossils represent past life forms? 

 



Behind the Science: FAQs 

Q. What are all the extra columns in the excel sheet for? 

A. The original data is given in terms of 0.01 degrees Celsius, and represents the average 

change in temperature.  Thus, the third column converts from 0.01 degrees Celsius to Celsius, 

the fourth column converts degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit and the final column converts 

from a relative temperature scale to an absolute temperature scale.   

 

Q. What are relative and absolute temperature scales? 

A. The relative temperature scale measures the difference in the temperature, meaning it is a 

temperature measured relative to another temperature.  The absolute temperature scale stands on 

its own as the measured temperature (not in relation to anything else).  We are used to hearing 

absolute temperatures on the weather report such as, “the high for today is 95° and the low today 

is 86°.”  In parallel with this example, a relative temperature could be the difference between the 

temperature today and yesterday. 

 

Q.  The overall change in average temperature doesn’t seem significant—how is this proof 

of climate change? 

A. Climate change is more than global warming.  The temperature increase may not seem 

significant, but it is most likely human-induced based on how quickly it is increasing.  Other 

factors include the level of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere, which is higher now (for the past 

50 years) than it has been for the previous 650,000 years (see graph below).  For additional 

information see additional resources link 2. 

 

 
 

 

Additional Resources: 

1. Website: Data on average annual temperatures taken from: 

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/tabledata_v3/GLB.Ts+dSST.txt 

2. Website: Information on climate change: http://climate.nasa.gov/ 

3. Website: Carbon footprint calculator: http://calc.zerofootprint.net/ 

4. Website: Climate Kids by NASA: http://climatekids.nasa.gov/review/how-to-help/ 

5. Fact pages, mazes and coloring pages of woolly mammoths: 

http://www.timvandevall.com/social-studies/woolly-mammoth-facts-for-kids-social-

studies-printables/ 

 

http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/tabledata_v3/GLB.Ts+dSST.txt
http://climate.nasa.gov/
http://calc.zerofootprint.net/
http://climatekids.nasa.gov/review/how-to-help/
http://www.timvandevall.com/social-studies/woolly-mammoth-facts-for-kids-social-studies-printables/
http://www.timvandevall.com/social-studies/woolly-mammoth-facts-for-kids-social-studies-printables/


Year Table Data Relative Temperature ScaleFahrenheit conversionAbsolute Temperature Scale

example 40 0.4 0.72 57.92

1880 -19 -0.19 -0.342 56.858

1890 -36 -0.36 -0.648 56.552

1900 -9 -0.09 -0.162 57.038

1910 -42 -0.42 -0.756 56.444

1920 -26 -0.26 -0.468 56.732

1930 -13 -0.13 -0.234 56.966

1940 8 0.08 0.144 57.344

1950 -18 -0.18 -0.324 56.876

1960 -3 -0.03 -0.054 57.146

1970 3 0.03 0.054 57.254

1980 28 0.28 0.504 57.704

1990 44 0.44 0.792 57.992

2000 42 0.42 0.756 57.956

2010 72 0.72 1.296 58.496

The table data is given in increments of .01 degrees celsius
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Year Average Temperature (Fahrenheit)

1880 57

1890 57

1900 57

1910 56

1920 57

1930 57

1940 57

1950 57

1960 57

1970 57

1980 58

1990 58

2000 58

2010 59

Average Annual Temperatures on Earth

The following data gives the average temperature of the Earth in that year.  

Plot this data on the blank  graph given below.
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Dinosaur Discoveries Supplemental Lesson 

SY 2015-2016 

  

 

 

Objectives 

1. Students will learn about natural events, how sometimes human activity can 

cause them and describe their impacts. 

2. Students will discuss other situations that can impact the human population. 

3. Students will brainstorm tools and technologies that would help aid in a natural 

disaster, and draw how to stay safe in a specific natural disaster. 

4. Students will form groups and create a news broadcast about a natural disaster 

and include information about how to stay safe. 

AZ Academic 

Standards: 
 

SC03-S3C1-01 

SC03-S3C1-02 

SC03-S3C2-01 

SC03-S3C2-02 

 

 

Objective #1:   

Students will brainstorm a list of natural events as well as direct human 

activity and how it can help or harm the environment.  Next, students will 

discuss what should be done, if anything, to protect Earth and the people 

who would be affected. 
  

Objective #2: 

Students will narrow in on events that could impact the human population—

what would increase or decrease our population? Do these events impact the 

entire world or specific locations? 
  

Objective #3: 

Students will brainstorm tools and technologies that have helped keep 

people safe during natural disasters.  Each student will draw their 

community including hazards and safeguards. 
 

Objective #4: 

In groups, students will create a short play of a news broadcast during or 

after a natural disaster.  The broadcast should include information about 

what is occurring and how viewers can stay safe. 

Equipment &Supplies 
 

•N/A 

 

 

 

 

•N/A 

 

 

 

 

 

•Drawing supplies 

 

 

 

 

 

•Space for presentation 

 

Understanding Earth           Grade 3 



Script 

Objective 1: 

•Why is our environment important to us? 

 We need it to survive—it gives us food, water, and from it we take shelter. 

•What is the difference between a natural event and human activity? 

 A natural event is not caused by humans. 

•Do humans affect the environment? Yes! 

•Make a list of natural events and a separate list for human activity that affects the environment. Example: 

Natural Events Human Activity 

Forest fires Use of pesticides 

Volcanic eruptions Deforestation 

Floods Laying concrete roads 

Tornados Dumping waste 

Tsunamis Oil spills 

•Are humans able to prevent any of the natural events? Not really, but we can predict when they will 

occur, so that humans can get to a safe place. 

•Does any of the human activity negatively affect the environment?  Yes, in fact laying too much concrete 

or deforesting a region can prevent rainwater from properly being soaked up by the Earth.  This can cause 

flooding in those regions.  Humans can create an environment in which it is more likely for negative 

natural events to occur. 

Objective 2: 

•Many of the events previously discussed can be dangerous for the communities in which they occur.  

How would these events affect the population in those areas? 

•What would a widespread disease do to the population?  What about a famine? A drought? 

•What are some examples of how the human population can be positively impacted?  Ex. Medical 

breakthroughs, improved transportation, increased sanitation, increased access to clean water, 

communication etc. 

•If there was a drought in Arizona, would this affect people living in France? Not likely.  

•If there was a volcanic eruption in Iceland—could this affect Europe?  Possibly, depending on the wind, 

the ash could be carried quite a long distance. 

Objective 3: 

•Make a drawing of your community—include your house and your neighbors, maybe even a large map 

of your city. 

•On the next page there is a zoomed out map of Tucson.  It might be instructive to zoom in on your school 

and give this to students as a reference for drawing their community. 

 

•Indicate potential hazards as well as safeguards on your map.  

Objective 4:   

•If you knew a tornado was going to come to your town tomorrow—what would you do? 

•Would you tell other people in your town?   

•The increase in communication and transportation allows people to get to a safe place before a natural 

disaster, which saves many lives. 

•In groups you will create a short news broadcast in which you describe what natural disaster is 

about to occur as well as inform people how to stay safe. 

•Have each group present their broadcast to the class and discuss each scenario.  Were there other ways 

to stay safe?  What technologies were used to stay safe in each situation? 

 

 

 

 



Tucson Map 

 

 
 

Behind the Science: FAQs 

 

Q. What types of natural disasters occur in Arizona? 

A. Dust storms, droughts, extreme heat, flash floods, wildfires, tornadoes, and thunderstorms are a 

few. 

Q. What about other types of disasters—how do you inform children of how to stay safe, especially 

if it is a sudden disaster like a fire in a building or a power outage? 

A. It depends on the scenario, and there is a great resource for how to deal with a wide variety of 

disasters, both natural and man-made: http://www.justincasearizona.com/be-informed/natural-

disasters/home.asp 

 

Interesting Facts 

•A tornado can have speeds up to 300 miles per hour. 

•Tectonic plates shifting can be the cause of several types of natural disasters including earthquakes, 

avalanches and volcanic eruptions. 

•The strongest earthquake ever recorded was in Chile and was measured as 9.5 on the Richter scale. 

•The Richter scale was developed in the 1930s and is a base-10 log scale. 

•There are about 1900 active volcanoes today. 

•Satellite imagery is used to help track weather patterns in order to predict hurricanes 

 

 

Additional Resources: 

1. Book: I’ll Know What to Do: A Kid’s Guide to Natural Disasters by Bonnie S. Mark, Michael 

Chesworth and Aviva Layton.  

2. Website: how to stay safe during a disaster: http://www.justincasearizona.com/be-

informed/natural-disasters/home.asp 

3. Website: Red Cross safety information: http://www.redcross.org/get-help/prepare-for-

emergencies/resources-for-schools 

4. Website: Red Cross lesson: http://www.redcross.org/get-help/prepare-for-emergencies/resources-

for-schools#/The-Pillowcase Project 

 

http://www.justincasearizona.com/be-informed/natural-disasters/home.asp
http://www.justincasearizona.com/be-informed/natural-disasters/home.asp
http://www.justincasearizona.com/be-informed/natural-disasters/home.asp
http://www.justincasearizona.com/be-informed/natural-disasters/home.asp
http://www.redcross.org/get-help/prepare-for-emergencies/resources-for-schools
http://www.redcross.org/get-help/prepare-for-emergencies/resources-for-schools
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